Zerto + HPE: Better Together
Converging DR, backup, and cloud mobility into a single, simple, scalable platform
Hewlett Packard Enterprise (HPE) and Zerto have collaborated to deliver
workload protection by converging disaster recovery (DR), backup, and data
mobility to eliminate the risks and complexity of modernization and cloud
adoption. Powered by the HPE Complete Program and the Zerto platform,
this solution is designed to accelerate IT transformation through a single,
scalable platform for cloud data management and protection.

The Zerto Platform
The Zerto platform delivers workload protection and mobility for HPE users,
delivering a simple software experience for DR, backup, and data mobility.
Unlock the Value of the HPE Complete Zerto Solution
Converged DR, Backup, and Cloud Mobility. Zerto’s continuous data
protection (CDP) technology continuously captures and tracks data
modifications so you can easily restore back to any point in time with
granularity. Zerto uses near-synchronous replication at the hypervisor level,
creating data checkpoints seconds apart. You can easily recover from each
checkpoint using Zerto’s intuitive journal recovery with RPOs of seconds.
Additionally, you can unlock industry-leading RTOs with Zerto’s applicationconsistent approach. Easily recover an entire multi-VM application via the
journal without manual VM recovery, with minimal downtime and data loss.
Orchestration and Automation. Zerto’s automated workflows allow
failovers, migrations, and application recovery in just a few clicks without
any disruption to your production environment. Built-in orchestration and
automation enable faster management of workloads at scale with minimal
touch, allowing IT resources to shift their focus toward innovation and
services that help your business run more efficiently. You can easily protect
and migrate workloads to, from, and between clouds without production
impact for your data on premises or in Azure, AWS, IBM Cloud, and more. You
can perform testing without any production impact or protection gap and
fully automate deployment and VM protection.

Zerto + HPE: Better Together

KEY CAPABILITIES
One Platform
Replace multiple complex tools with
a single, simple, scalable platform

Always-On Replication
Say goodbye to periodic backups
and snapshots: Zerto uses nearsynchronous replication at the
hypervisor level

Hybrid and Multi-Cloud
Protect and migrate workloads to,
from, and between clouds without
production impact

Workload Mobility
Create seamless recovery,
consolidation, and migration
experiences in just a few clicks

Unrivaled Visibility
Maintain visibility across your multisite, multi-cloud environment from
anywhere

Lowest RTOs/RPOs
Achieve the lowest RTOs and RPOs
in the industry without the need for
snapshots
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Savings in More Ways Than One. Zerto helps you save both time and
money. By using Zerto for workload protection and replacing backup with
CDP, customers can unlock TCO savings of 50 percent over traditional,
noncontinuous backup and DR solutions. You can be up and replicating
within two hours of the installation with an intuitive, simple configuration
process, and this speed and simplicity apply to the upgrade process as well.
Protect, Transform, and Innovate with Zerto and HPE
Zerto is part of the HPE Complete Program, a one-stop shop for leading
products coupled with HPE technologies. Customers can purchase Zerto from
HPE and HPE resellers, enabling IT resilience for HPE-validated solutions.
It allows customers using Zerto to tap into the HPE ecosystem to increase
IT agility while reducing the risk, complexity, and cost that often come with
multi-vendor deployments.

WHAT’S NEW
Zerto 9.0 introduces new public
cloud backup platforms and
capabilities for complete data
protection flexibility. With the
launch of Zerto for Kubernetes,
Zerto now provides the same
protection for containers that
they do for VMs. The Zerto 9.0
release supports even more cloud
platforms; managing and
protecting all your cloud data
and applications—wherever they
reside—just got simpler.

HPE Primera

Unlock the value of Zerto and HPE Primera tier 0 storage to protect your virtualized workloads.
Combining Primera's 100% uptime guarantee with Zerto's leading RPO/RTO delivers industryleading uptime.

HPE Nimble

Protect your workloads in your datacenter or cloud using Zerto and HPE Nimble’s intelligent, selfmanaging flash storage.

MSA Storage

Zerto, powered by HPE servers, switches, and HPE MSA storage brings enterprise-class resilience
to a budget-friendly solution.

HPE SimpliVity

Zerto combines with the simplicity of HPE SimpliVity for DR, backup, and data mobility for an
intelligent, cloud mobile, and disaster-proof hyperconverged solution.

HPE StoreOnce Catalyst

With Catalyst API integration, Zerto benefits from source-side dedupe using HPE StoreOnce as a
backup target.

HPE Cloud Volumes

Secure cloud storage for Zerto’s LTR backups utilizing the Catalyst API for source-side dedupe with
ZERO egress charges for recovering your data.

StorMagic SvSAN

HPE Complete, StorMagic, and Zerto provide a unique solution where edge workloads can be
protected while still maintaining the performance, processing, and minimal footprint.

SCHEDULE A DEMO

Zerto helps customers accelerate IT transformation through a single, scalable platform for cloud data management and
protection. Built for enterprise scale, Zerto’s simple, software-only platform uses continuous data protection to converge
disaster recovery, backup, and data mobility and eliminate the risks and complexity of modernization and cloud adoption.
Zerto enables an always-on customer experience by simplifying the protection, recovery, and mobility of applications and
data across private, public, and hybrid clouds. Zerto is trusted by over 9,500 customers globally. www.zerto.com
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